Reliability and precision – our suture materials

ABSORBABLE

Surgical sutures

Convincing
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High-tech and
hand-crafted
Decades of experience
and state-of-the-art
production technology
Reliability and precision
Wide range of top-quality
suture materials
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Material

Half-life
(days)

Absorption
time (days)

SERAPID®

approx. 5-8

approx. 30-42

SERAFIT®

approx.15-20 approx. 60-90

SERAFAST®

approx. 8-13 approx. 90-120

SERASYNTH® approx.28-42 approx. 180-210
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Absorption profile
of absorbable suture
material
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X = half-life
The period of time required for the tensile strength to fall to 50% of its original
value.
Absorption time
Time until the thread is completely
absorbed

Thread structure

Monofilament

Coated,
braided
multifilament

Monofilament sutures

Multifilament sutures
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Suture sizes and
classification

Atraumatic needles

Atraumatic suture material is under-

SERAPID® has an optimal pliable braided structure and is characterised in particular

stood to mean needle-suture combi-

by its short absorption time and high knot tensile strength.

SERAPID®

nations in which the thread is firmly
attached (swaged) to the needle, thus
minimising tissue trauma. We offer a
wide range of atraumatic needles for
these

needle-suture

Material

m POLYGLYCOLIC ACID

High knot tensile strength

Symbol

A undyed, multifilament (braided), coated

Easy to tie

Size

USP 6/0 to 2

Optimal passage through
the tissues

Round-bodied needle,
with standard point

combinations.

They are made of 300 series stainless

EP 0,7 to 5

steel, which has a high resistance to
bending, excellent penetrating quali-

Round-bodied needle,
with trocar point

ties, and exceptional breaking strength

Absorption

50% tensile strength after 5-7 days

(ductility) – all qualities that allow the

profile

0% after 42 days

Available

Unneedled: Multipacks

90

combinations

Needled:

DS, DSS, FRX, GR, GS, HR, HRT, HRX, HS, KS,

80

Single sutures / multipacks

70

surgeon to work easily and safely. The

100

designation of our atraumatic needles
uses a combination of letters and
numbers

as

recommended

by

Tensile
strength in %

Reverse cutting
needle

the

60

Technical Committee of the Association

50

Uses

of Surgical Suture Manufacturers.
Reverse cutting
needle with
special point

ENT / gynaecology / paediatric surgery / oral and maxillofacial

40

surgery / plastic surgery / urology

30
20
10
0
1

4

5

6

7

8

Days

11

14

18

21

Absorption profile of undyed SERAPID®
EP 2, USP 3-0

SERAFIT

®

SERAFIT® is a braided absorbable suture, which is extremely pliable and allows a

SERAFAST® is the right choice for indications with short wound healing time, when

smooth passage of the thread through the tissue during suture placement with

it is of benefit to make use of the advantages that monofilament sutures provide.

minimum sawing effect. It can be tied reliably, even in areas containing a good deal

Good knot security

of blood or tissue secretions, and ensures knot security.

Material

r POLYGLYCOLIC ACID CAPROLACTONE

Superior ease of handling

Symbol

H undyed, monofilament or
h violet, monofilament

Passes extremely smoothly
through the tissues

USP 5/0 to 2/0

Optimal absorption profile

SERAFIT® is available in a special form with patented suture stiffening for use in

Extremely pliable

minimally invasive surgery (MIS).

Minimum sawing effect

Material

m POLYGLYCOLIC ACID
Size

Symbol

a violet, multifilament (braided), coated or

EP 1 to 3

A undyed, multifilament (braided), coated

Tensile
strength in %

Size

110
100

USP 8/0 to 5 (undyed: 6/0 to 2)

Absorption

50% tensile strength after 8-13 days

profile

0% after 90-120 days

90
80
70

Absorption

50% tensile strength 15-20 days

60

profile

0% after 60–90 days

50

30

Available

Unneedled: Single sutures / multipacks / cassette packs

20

combinations

Needled:

10
0
4

7

11

14

18

21

24

32

Unneedled: Multipacks

80

combinations

Needled:

70
60

Uses

Ligatures / dermatology / plastic surgery / urology /
gynaecology / skin closure

50
40
30
20

HS, KS, LR, VSP, Single sutures / multipacks

10

Days
Absorption profile of violet SERAFIT®
EP 2, USP 3-0

DS, DSS, HR, GR, GS, Single sutures

DR, DRN, DS, DSL, DSS, FRX, GR, GS, HR, HRT, HRX,

Large range of special MIS combinations

42

Ligatures / dermatology / gastroenterology / gynaecology / MIS /
oral and maxillofacial surgery / ophthalmology / urology

undyed SERAFAST®

90

Available

Uses

40

Tensile
strength in %
100

EP 0,4 to 7 (undyed: 0,7 to 5)

1

SERAFAST®

0
1

4

7

11

14

18

Days

21

24

28

30

Absorption profile of undyed SERAFAST®
EP 2, USP 3-0

SERASYNTH

SERASYNTH® adds another monofilament thread to our range of absorbable

®

synthetic suture material.

Passes extremely smoothly
through the tissues
High linear and knot tensile
strength

SERASYNTH® is used for adapting soft tissues or as a ligature where long-term
absorbable sutures are indicated.

Material

b POLYDIOXANONE

Symbol

h violet, monofilament

Size

USP 7/0 to 2

Very pliable handling
Reliable absorption profile

EP 0,5 to 5

Absorptionl

50% tensile strength after 28-42 days

profile

0% after 180-210 days

Available

Unneedled: Single sutures / multipacks

combinations

Needled:

Tensile
strength in %
100
90
80

DR, DS, DSS, GR, GS, HR, HRT, HRX, HS
Single sutures / multipacks

70

special MIS combinations

60
50

Uses

40
30
1

7

14

21

28

35

42

49

56

63

Days
Absorption profile of violet SERASYNTH®
EP 2, USP 3-0

Ligatures / dermatology / vascular surgery /
orthopaedics / plastic surgery / urology / MIS
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